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disambiguates the target word from its competitors [14]. The
perception of lexical stress is thus important in understanding
spoken words, especially in Dutch.
Here, we tested whether seeing a pointing gesture
influences the perception of lexical stress location. A pointing
gesture to an intended referent tends to be synchronized to the
production of the referent’s label. More precisely, the apex of
the pointing gesture is, for example, synchronized with the
onset of the demonstrative in the utterance “this/that lamp”
[15]. Speakers align the apex of a pointing gesture with the
maximal point of jaw opening in the stressed syllable of
bisyllabic nonsense words, such as “PApa” vs. “paPA” [16].
This suggests that the apex of the pointing gesture is aligned
with the emphasis in the speech signal. Experiment 1 through
4 tested whether listeners are sensitive to this cross-modal
temporal alignment and hence whether the timing of a pointing
gesture influences auditory stress perception.

Abstract
We investigated whether seeing a pointing gesture influences
the perceived lexical stress. A pitch contour continuum
between the Dutch words “CAnon” (‘canon’) and “kaNON”
(‘cannon’) was presented along with a pointing gesture during
the first or the second syllable. Pointing gestures following
natural recordings but not Gaussian functions influenced stress
perception (Experiment 1 and 2), especially when auditory
context preceded (Experiment 2). This was not replicated in
Experiment 3. Natural pointing gestures failed to affect the
categorization of a pitch peak timing continuum (Experiment
4). There is thus no convincing evidence that seeing a pointing
gesture influences lexical stress perception.
Index Terms: speech perception, lexical stress, gestures

1. Introduction

2. Experiment 1

The perception of spoken language is often an audiovisual
phenomenon: Humans identify what a speaker says based on
listening to speech and based on observing the speaker’s facial
and manual gestures. Seeing a speaker’s talking face, for
example, aids the recognition of spoken sound segments and
hence the recognition of words [e.g., 1]. Seeing a speaker also
provides prosodic information [e.g., 2-8]. On the word level,
seeing a talking face can provide sufficient information to
recognize the relative emphasis of syllables within a word, that
is, to recognize a word’s lexical stress pattern [2,3]. For
example, English and Swedish minimal stress word pairs (such
as ‘(to) preSENT’ and ‘(a) PREsent’; capital letters indicate
primary lexical stress) can be identified above chance in
visual-only presentations of a speaker [2,3]. For English,
mainly articulatory correlates, especially chin opening,
contribute to the perception of lexical stress [2]. Here, we
examine whether seeing a manual pointing gesture can
influence the perception of lexical stress.
Lexical stress information is important for recognizing
spoken words. Considering lexical stress reduces, for example,
the number of embedded words from an average of 0.94 words
to 0.59 words in English and from 1.52 words to 0.74 words in
Dutch [9,10]. The use of lexical stress is therefore more
important for Dutch than for English word recognition. The
relative acoustic implementation of stress cues is also
language-specific. Lexical stress in English is mostly cued by
vowel reduction, a segmental cue. But in Dutch, lexical stress
is often only cued suprasegmentally. That is, stressed syllables
are louder, longer, and have higher pitch than unstressed
syllables. In listening to speech, Dutch listeners are more
sensitive to suprasegmental cues of lexical stress than English
listeners [11]. Dutch listeners can reliably identify whether or
not a syllable excised from a suprasegmental minimal stress
pairs, such as “CAnon” (‘canon’) and “kaNON” (‘cannon’), is
stressed [12]. English listeners have difficulties perceiving
suprasegmental cues for lexical stress [13]. Dutch listeners use
suprasegmental lexical stress information already efficiently
during word recognition before segmental information
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2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
Ten native Dutch speakers from the Max Planck Institute’s
subject pool were paid for their participation.

2.1.2. Materials
One token each of the Dutch words “canon” (/’ka-nɔn/,
‘canon’) and “kanon” (/ka-‘nɔn/, ‘cannon’) were synthesized
using MBROLA with a female Dutch voice (nl3). Segment
durations were based on those of utterances of these words
found in a Dutch speech corpus [17]. For the synthesis,
segment durations were averaged for each syllable across
tokens. A pitch-contour continuum was generated by
interpolating between the pitch contours for each of the five
sound segments separately. Pitch contours were mixed in
different proportions and seven mixed versions, ranging from
20% to 80% mixtures, were used in the experiment.
A black-and-white drawing of a hand with a pointing
gesture (see Figure 1) was animated in Matlab. All animations
were created as avi files (size 720 x 576, 25 fps). Animations
showed the hand moving down straight towards a question
mark positioned in the middle bottom of a white background.
The hand then moved up again. The speed of the movement
followed a Gaussian function and lasted 400 ms (i.e., 10
frames). The apex of the movement was aligned to the
maximal acceleration of the amplitude contour of the first or
the second syllable (i.e., the p-centre, [18]). Two catch trial
animations were created where the question mark changed into
the word “stop” when the manual movement reached its apex.
A fade in and fade out of five frames was added to all four
animations in Adobe Premiere. The two target video tracks
were combined with all audio files of the continuum. The two
catch trial video tracks were only combined with auditory
endpoint versions. Final files were converted to mpg.
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amplitude contour. Natural pointing gestures may, however,
have a different timing [16]. Animations in Experiment 2 were
therefore based on natural recordings of a speaker pointing
either to emphasize stress on the first or second syllable.
Additionally, the pointing gesture was shown against a
textured background to provide observers with a more
contrastive frame of reference to follow the hand movement.
We also added a context condition with “een” (‘a’) as a
precursor. Pointing movements emphasizing the first syllable
started before word onset. A preceding context provides
speaking rate information and may therefore help estimate the
arrival time of the apex relative to the spoken word. Preceding
context also enables the listener to interpret the pitch of the
first syllable relative to the context.

Figure 1: Stimuli and results from Experiment 1. Pitch
contours (middle panel) are shown with thicker lines, the more
similar they become to second-syllable stress. Only contours
for steps 1, 3, 5, and 7 are shown throughout the paper.

3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Participants

2.1.3. Procedure

Twenty-eight new subjects from the same population as in
Experiment 1 were paid for their participation. Twelve
subjects participated in the no-context condition; sixteen in the
context condition.

Listeners were instructed to indicate by button press whether
they heard “canon” or “kanon”. Buttons were labeled “lied”
(‘song’) for “canon” and “wapon” (‘weapon’) for “kanon”.
Labels were shown on the bottom of the screen; “lied” was
always on the left side. These response labels appeared 500 ms
before a video was shown. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of a
trial. Responses were collected 300 ms after video onset for up
to 3700 ms. Participants failing to respond in time were given
feedback in form of a displayed stopwatch. Participants were
instructed not to respond on catch trials where the question
mark changes into the word “stop”. The experiment consisted
of ten repetitions of all stimuli. This resulted in a total of 140
trials, including sixteen catch trials.

3.1.2. Materials and procedure
A female native Dutch speaker was recorded pointing
sideways with her dominant right hand while saying “canon”
or “kanon”. No instructions in regard to the timing of the
gesture were given. The speaker was wearing a CyberGlove.
The x and y location of the tip of the forefinger was tracked
(100 Hz) with two Ascension Flock of Bird location trackers.
One token of each word was selected. The pointing
movement rotated by 90 degrees and smoothed over the
coordinates of three neighboring time samples. The timing of
the movement was rescaled for the duration of the continuum
stimuli. Animations showed a pointing hand with a black
contour and a light skin-colored filling. The background was
grey and textured. The hand pointed to a black dot shown in
the middle bottom of the screen. Figure 2 shows a screenshot
from a trial.
The auditory continuum was based on two endpoint tokens
spoken by the same speaker who provided the movement data.
These tokens were re-synthesized with segment durations that
corresponded to the mean durations of ten CAnon and kaNON
tokens. The resulting syllable durations were hence ambiguous
in regard to stress. The first syllable was 249 ms long; the
second syllable lasted for 493 ms. These tokens were longer
than in Experiment 1 (742 ms vs. 420 ms). The precursor
"een" lasted 420 ms. A stress continuum was created as done
in Experiment 1. Five intermediate steps and the two
endpoints were presented. The testing procedure was the same
as for Experiment 1, but an audio-only condition was included.
The auditory-only condition was always presented first; the
two visual conditions were then presented intermixed. Each
stimulus was presented ten times.

2.2. Results and discussion
The mean response rate on catch trials was 50%. The stop
signal was given quite late, which explains this high error rate.
Catch trials were excluded from any analyses. Figure 1 shows
the categorization data. Results were analyzed in the R
statistical program with mixed effect models [19]. A binomial
logit linking function was included to deal with the categorical
nature of the response variable. Best-fitting models were
established through systematic step-wise model comparisons
using likelihood ratio tests. Continuum step was assessed as a
numerical factor (steps 1 to 7, centered at zero for the
analysis). Pointing was assessed as a categorical factor (1st
syllable, 2nd syllable (intercept condition)). If the estimated
adjustment for a factor differs significantly from zero, then the
variable has an effect on performance. For numerical factors,
the adjustment would be applied to the slope; for categorical
factors, to the intercept. For categorical fixed factors, one
condition is mapped onto the intercept of the model. All bestfitting models included subject as a random factor, allowing
for subject-specific adjustments to the regression weights.
Listeners were sensitive to the auditory manipulation
(=.37, p<.0001) and gave more kaNON responses the more
the pitch contour continuum was indicating lexical stress on
the second syllable. The timing of the pointing hand had no
effect on categorization (Χ2(1)=0.03, p=.86).

3. Experiment 2
Experiment 1 failed to show an effect of pointing on the
perception of lexical stress location. Animations of the
pointing hand were artificially created by assigning the speed
of the hand to follow a Gaussian function. Their apex was
aligned to the point of maximal acceleration in the speech

Figure 2: Visual and auditory stimuli (left and right,
respectively) used in Experiments 2 and 3.
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Results were analyzed as done for the previous experiments.
Listeners were sensitive to the continuum manipulation
(=.92, p<.0001), but pointing did not affect categorizations
(Χ2(1)=0.22, p=.64). Given the absence on categorization, it is
not surprising that performance in the discrimination tasks was
not influenced by the visual display. The percentage correct on
different trials was 87% with cooperating visual cues and 86%
with conflicting cues.
Experiment 3 with a larger sample thus failed to replicate
the effects of pointing on stress categorization found in
Experiment 2. Such a negative association between effect and
sample size is often taken as an indication for an underlying
null-effect (cf. [21]).

3.2. Results and discussion
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Figure 4: Results from the categorization task in Experiment 3.
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The mean response rate on catch trials was 52%. Figure 3
shows the categorization data for both context conditions.
Analyses were conducted separately for each modality
condition. On auditory-only trials, the continuum manipulation
affected responses. (=.52, p<.0001). Context had no effect
(Χ2(1)=2.5, p=.11). On audiovisual trials, listeners were
sensitive to the auditory continuum manipulation (=.49,
p<.0001), but less so without the precursor (=-.06, p<.0001).
As predicted, listeners gave fewer kaNON responses when
pointing emphasized the first syllable (=-.71, p=.01). This
effect was smaller with more kaNON-like continuum steps
(=.08, p=.015). The context manipulation had a marginally
significant main effect (=.45, p=.11), but modulated the
pointing effect (=.36, p=.03). This suggests that the pointing
effect was stronger when a preceding context was given.
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5. Experiment 4

pitch contour continuum

In all previous experiments, lexical stress location was
manipulated as change in the height of the pitch contour.
Tokens with stress on the first syllable had a pitch peak in the
first syllable, while having a lowered pitch in the second
syllable. The opposite was the case for tokens with stress on
the second syllable. We assessed therefore whether pointing
affects the perceived pitch height. Pointing may instead affect
the perceived timing of the pitch peak. Experiment 4 tested
whether pointing can change the perceived pitch peak location
and hence affect lexical stress perception. A continuum in
pitch location was combined with the pointing animations
from Experiment 3. Only categorization was tested.

Figure 3: Results from Experiment 2.

4. Experiment 3
Experiment 2 showed that a natural pointing gesture seems to
influence the perception of the location of lexical stress. The
effect was stronger when a preceding context was provided. In
Experiment 3, we assessed whether seeing a pointing gesture
influences only categorization or also discrimination. The
latter result would indicate an influence on early perceptual
stages (cf. [19], for a similar rationale).

4.1. Methods

5.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants

5.1.1. Participants

Forty-four new subjects from the same population as in the
previous experiments were paid for their participation.

Twenty new subjects from the same population as in the
previous experiments were paid for their participation.

4.1.2. Materials and procedure

5.1.2. Materials and procedure

The same materials as in the context condition in Experiment
2 were used. For the same-different discrimination tasks,
videos were paired so that the visual gestures would enhance
or diminish the auditory difference. Three different versions of
the discrimination task were used that differed in step size (2
vs. 3 steps) and the direction of the different pairs (from 1st to
2nd syllable stress or vice versa).
Participants first completed one version the discrimination
and then the categorization task. This order prevented
influences of labeling on discrimination performance (cf.
[20]). The procedure of the categorization task was the same
as in Experiment 2.

The same visual stimuli as in the context condition in
Experiment 2 were used. The auditory stimuli were generated
by adding a peak to a basic declinating contour (see Figure 5).
The procedure was the same as for the categorization task in
the previous experiments.

4.2. Results and discussion
The mean response rate on catch trials was 18% in the
categorization task. Figure 4 shows the categorization data.

Figure 5: Stimuli and results from Experiment 4.
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5.2. Results and discussion
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